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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
STATE OF UTAH, 
Plaintiff-Appellee, Case No. 950772-CA 
v. 
PENNY JO WALLACE 
Defendant-Appellant 
BRIEF OF APPELLANT 
JURISDICTION AND NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS 
This appeal is from a conviction of Possession of a Controlled 
Substance With Intent to Distribute, a Second Degree Felony, in 
violation of Section 58-37-8 U.C.A. 1953, as amended, Possession of 
a Controlled Substance With Intent to Distribute, a Third Degree 
Felony, in violation of Section 58-37-8 U.C.A. 1953, as amended, 
and Possession of Drug Paraphernalia, a Class B Misdemeanor, in 
violation of Section 58-37a-5(l) U.C.A. 1953, as amended. This 
Court has jurisdiction to hear this appeal under Section 78-2-2(3) 
U.C.A., 1953 as amended, because this is an appeal from a District 
Court in a criminal case involving a felony. 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED AND STANDARDS OF REVIEW 
Did the trial court err in denying defendant's Motion to 
Suppress? Trooper Hancock's warrantless search of defendant's 
vehicle was an investigatory search for which a warrant was 
required. Trooper Hancock's failure to obtain a warrant prior to 
conducting a search of defendant's vehicle, violated 
Article 1, Section 14 of the Utah State Constitution. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: "In reviewing a trial court's ruling on 
a motion to suppress, we accord no deference to the trial court's 
legal conclusions and review them for correctness. State v. 
Beavers, 859 P.2d 9, 12 (Utah App. 1993). However, we will disturb 
the trial court's underlying factual findings "only if those 
findings are clearly erroneous." Id. State v. South 885 P. 2d 795 
(Utah App. 1994). 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
The incident report of Arlow T. Hancock, Utah Highway 
Patrolman, sets forth a detailed set of facts surrounding the 
initial contact and subsequent search of the vehicle in which the 
Defendant was riding. Those details are set forth below in 
numerical order: 
1. On April 17, 1995, I was dispatched to a one vehicle 
accident on State Road 30. Upon arrival I located a female by the 
name of Penny Jo Wallace. She was sitting on the ground beside her 
vehicle. Several people who had stopped had given her a blanket 
that she had around her. 
2. I also spoke to a man who said he was injured. He is 
Roland H. Wheeler. He also had a blanket around him. I asked him 
to sit down and try to stay calm. He indicated that he was in a 
lot of pain. I advised both people that an ambulance was on the 
way. 
3. A Tim Potter walked up to me and told me that he was 
traveling directly behind this vehicle and saw it wreck. I asked 
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him to walk back to my patrol car to give me a written statement. 
4. I returned to talk to the victims. I asked Penny Jo 
Wallace if she had a driver's license, registration and proof of 
insurance. She told me it was all in her car. I went to the car 
and found it locked. I went back and informed Penny Wallace the 
car was locked. I also told her the key was in the ignition and 
the car was running. Roland H. Wheeler got another set of keys out 
of his pocket and handed then to me. Penny Wallace then told me, 
"my driver's license is in a brown wallet in my purse. My purse is 
between the seats." 
5. I went back to the car, unlocked the door and retrieved 
the purse. I brought the purse to Penny Wallace and opened it in 
front of her. She said, "my license is in that brown wallet." I 
took a brown wallet out of the purse and found a Utah driver 
license. (License No. 150776018). I asked if she had a 
registration and proof of insurance. She said "It's in the glove 
box, you should be able to find it." 
6. I went to the vehicle and unlocked the passenger door. At 
this time both victims were loaded into the ambulance and 
transported to Logan Hospital. 
7. I located a registration anmd proof of insurance in the 
glove box. The vehicle had a large amount of personal belongings 
in it. I could smell what I believed to be burnt marijuana in the 
vehicle. 
8. I returned to my vehicle and filled out the accident 
report form. Trooper Kendrick had arrived earlier and I asked him 
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if he would do a field diagram. 
9. The driver, Penny Wallace, had requested wrecker from Box 
Elder County. We called Bryce's Auto Body from Honeyville. 
When I finished with the accident form I requested Trooper Kendrick 
to assist me in doing an inventory of the vehicle's contents so it 
could be released to the wrecker. 
10. Trooper Kendrick got an inventory form from his patrol 
vehicle. I returned to the passenger side of the Wallace vehicle. 
I opened the front passenger door and could once again smell burnt 
marijuana. I noticed a small wooden box on the floor in front of 
the seat. It contained a marijuana pipe, fine screen material and 
rolling paper. 
11. I told Trooper Kendrick what I had found. I also 
notified dispatch and had them send Trooper Robert Sheffer to the 
hospital. I requested him to place Penny Wallace under arrest for 
driving under the influence of drugs and request a blood test. I 
asked him also to place Roland H. Wheeler under arrest. 
12. Trooper Kendrick and myself decided to start at the trunk 
so we could do the inventory in an orderly fashion. As we opened 
the trunk I saw a white plastic bottle with a metal tube in the 
side. It had residue in it and appeared to be a marijuana pipe. 
We also located numerous other drug paraphernalia items. (see 
attached evidence list). Located were syringes, pipes, glasses and 
metal spoons and a butane torch. We also found several scales 
including an RCBS scale in a box. Also located in the same box was 
a marijuana pipe and a chart of measurements and street terms for 
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drugs. 
13. Ifd located a basket of what looked like mens clothing. 
In with the clothing we found a black case which contained 
approximately fourteen (14) baggies of what appeared to be 
marijuana. Also found were metal containers which contained 
numerous paper bindles. The paper bindles contained a white powder 
believed to be cocaine. Some of the bindles appeared to have a 
lump in them that could be methamphetamines. 
14. I called dispatch again and requested a supervisor. 
Sergeant Larry Swanger responded. We informed him as to what we 
had found and he witnessed the trunk inventory and the rest of the 
car. We finished the inventory of the trunk and moved to the 
interior of the car. In the rear seat of the vehicle we found more 
paper that contained a white paper that appeared to be cocaine. 
Also in the back seat were numerous pornographic magazines. 
15. The wrecker from Honeyville was cancelled and Wolfordfs 
Auto Body was sent for a state impound. The vehicle was removed 
from the scene upon completion of the inventory. The wrecker 
driver was asked to keep the vehicle in a secured area because of 
all the personal effects inside. 
16. I transported the evidence we had found to the Highway 
Patrol Office. Detective Troy Nielson of the Cache County 
Sheriff's Office looked over the items we had found. Items were 
then placed in our evidence safe by myself. 
17. Trooper Ryan Bauer responded to the Sheriff's office. 
Trooper Bauer being a drug recognition expert requested Penny 
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Wallace to do some tests. She complied with his request and was 
found to be under the influence of drugs. 
18. Penny Wallace and Roland Wheeler were both booked into 
the 
Cache County Jail on numerous charges. (All of the facts set 
down heretofore were taken from the Utah Highway Patrol Instant 
Report filed by Officer Hancock pages 1-6.) 
19. Penny Jo Wallace was issued a citation number D179047 by 
Trooper A.T. Hancock of the Utah Highway Patrol and although the 
citation was a D.U.I. Summons and Citation Form it lists the 
following violations: D.U.I. Class A with injuries, Possession of 
Marijuana with Intent to Distribute, a third degree felony, 
Possession of Cocaine with Intent to Distribute, a second degree 
felony, Unsafe Lane Travel, Drug Paraphernalia, and No Drug Stamp, 
a third degree felony. 
20. The arresting officer, A.T. Hancock, filed a D.U.I. 
Report form D179047, a copy of which is attached hereto, made no 
observations at the scene and indicates that Penny Jo Wallace 
consented to a chemical test, however, there is other evidence that 
Trooper Hancock was not present when the consent was given and the 
blood was drawn. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Trooper Hancock's warrantless search of defendant's vehicle 
was an investigatory search for which a warrant was required. 
Trooper Hancock's failure to obtain a warrant prior to conducting 
a search of defendant's vehicle, violated Article 1, Section 14 of 
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ARGUMENT 
Trooper Hancock's report states that he commenced the search 
of defendant's vehicle in order to inventory its contents to 
prepare it for release to a private wrecker. The defendant had 
requested that Bryce's Autobody in Honeyville be summoned to tow 
her car. Trooper Hancock called Bryce's Autobody for that purpose. 
He then commenced a search of defendant's vehicle. 
In order to determine whether the search of defendant's 
vehicle constituted a valid inventory search, the court must 
determine whether Officer Hancock possessed a "reasonable and 
proper justification to impound the defendant's vehicle, either 
through explicit statutory authorization or by the circumstances 
surrounding the initial stop." State v. Strickling, 844 P. 2d 979, 
986 (Utah App. 1992) 
Utah Code Annotated Section 41-la-1101, 1953, as amended, 
provides that a peace officer may take possession of a vehicle 
under the following circumstances: 
(1) The division or any peace officer, without a warrant, may 
seize and take possession of any vehicle, vessel, or outboard 
motor: 
(a) that is placed on water or is being operated with improper 
registration; 
(b) that the division or the peace officer has reason to 
believe has been stolen; 
(c) on which any identification number has been defaced, 
altered, or obliterated; 
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(d) that has been abandoned on the public highways; 
(e) for which the registration or title fees have not been 
paid; or 
(f) for which the applicant has written a check for 
registration or title fees that has not been honored by the 
applicant's bank and that is not paid within 30 days. 
None of these sections provided Trooper Hancock with statutory 
authorization to inventory and impound the defendant's vehicle. 
The Utah Highway Patrol vehicle inventory sheet prepared in 
this case indicates that the basis for the inventory was DUI. See 
attached inventory form. Utah Code Annotated Section 41-6-44.30, 
1953, as amended, provides that under certain circumstances, 
vehicles may be impounded if the driver is arrested for driving 
under the influence of intoxicants: 
"The Legislature finds that under this section it is contrary 
to the safety of the public to leave vehicles unattended on 
highways. 
(1) If a peace officer arrests or cites the operator of a 
vehicle for violating Section 41-6-44 or 41-6-4410, or a local 
ordinance similar to Section 41-6^44, which complies with 
Subsection 41-6-43 (1), the officer shall seize and impound the 
vehicle, I! 
According to Trooper Hancock's report, he arrived at the 
accident scene at 13:35. He obtained the driver's license, 
registration and proof of insurance out of the defendant's vehicle 
and at that time detected the odor of burnt marijuana. He then 
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filled out the accident report form and immediately thereafter 
commenced searching the vehicle, "so that it could be released to 
the wrecker." When he opened the door to begin the inventory, he 
again smelled marijuana. He noticed a wooden box on the floor in 
front of the seat. He opened it and found a marijuana pipe and 
rolling papers. He notified dispatch of this discovery and asked 
that Trooper Robert Sheffer go to the hospital and place Penny Jo 
Wallace and Roland Wheeler under arrest for DUI. The attached 
warrantless arrest and probable cause statement prepared by Trooper 
Sheffer indicates that at 14:30 the defendant was placed under 
arrest for DUI, Possession of Drug Paraphernalia, Possession of 
Cocaine with Intent to Distribute, Possession of Marijuana with 
Intent to Distribute and No Drug Tax Stamp. The defendants could 
not have been charged for the drug related offenses at that time 
unless the search had already been completed. The search provided 
evidence which lead to the driver's arrest for DUI. Because the 
search was commenced prior to the driver's arrest and citiation for 
DUI, U.C.A 41-6-43 (1) could not have provided the authorization 
for the search and impound. 
Because no statutory basis existed for this impound, the court 
must look to the circumstances of the stop to determine whether an 
inventory search was justified. See State v. Hvgh, 711 P.2d 264 
(Utah 1985): 
"In order to support a finding that a valid inventory search 
has taken place, the court must first determine whether there was 
a reasonable and proper justification for the impound of the 
vehicle. This justification, and thus lawful impoundment, can be 
had either through explicity statutory authorization or by the 
circumstances surrounding the initial stop. If impoundment was 
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neither authorized nor necessary, the search was unreasonable." 
Hygh at 268. 
The Utah Highway Patrol in its general order No. 83-9 (Revised 
July 1991) outlines those circumstances under which vehicles should 
be towed and/or impounded: 
a. When any vehicle is parked, stopped or standing on a 
roadway, whether attended or unattended, where it was practical to 
stop off the roadway (U.C.A. 41-6-101). 
b. When any vehicle is illegally left standing on any 
highway, bridge, causeway or tunnel where such vehicle constitutes 
an obstruction to traffic (U.C.A. 41-6-102 (b). 
c. When an officer has indications that the vehicle had been 
stolen or taken without the owner's consent (U.C.A. 41-6-102(c) (i) 
and 41-1-115. 
d. When a vehicle on a roadway is so disabled as to be a 
hazard to traffic and the person or persons in charge of such 
vehicle are unable to provide for its custody or removal (U.C.A. 
41-6-102 (2). 
e. When the person driving or in control of such vehicle is 
arrested for an alleged offense for which the officer is required 
by law to take a person immediately before a magistrate (U.C.A. 41-
6-102 (c) (3). 
f. When the vehicle is being operated with improper 
registration (U.C.A. 41-1-115) 
g. When any manufacturer's mark or identification mark has 
been altered, defaced or obliterated (U.C.A. 41-1-115) 
h. When a vehicle is found being driven on a highway in 
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unsafe mechanical condition (U.C.A. 41-6-157) 
i. When a vehicle has been left unattended on a highway for 
more than 24 hours, it is presumed to be abandoned (U.C.A. 41-6-
116 (10). 
j. When a vehicle has been left unattended on other public or 
private property for more than seven days, it is then presumed to 
be abandoned (U.C.A. 41-6-116). 
k. When removal is necessary in the interest of public safety 
because of fire, flood, storm, snow or other emergency reasons or 
for the safety of the vehicle and its contents. 
Arguably, subsection k applies to the current situation, 
However, this particular subsection is not authorized by statute. 
Accordingly, it does not provide statutory authorization for 
inventory and impound. Further, there was no emergency caused by 
fire, flood, storm, snow or other emergency and the driver of the 
vehicle did make arrangements to provide for the safety of her own 
vehicle. She requested that the Trooper contact Brycefs Autobody 
and have the vehicle towed. However, even though the defendant 
requested arrangements for her own vehicle, it is doubtful Trooper 
Hancock would have allowed the vehicle to be released without a 
search, as he had detected the odor of burnt marijuana in the 
vehicle. The Utah Court of Appeals has stated in State v 
Strickling, supra, that inventory searches are constitutional 
because they are not conducted to investigate criminal activity: 
"Inventory searches of impounded vehicles1 contents constitute 
an exception to the warrant requirement because such a search is 
not conducted to investigate criminal activity and no variant of 
individualized suspicion is necessary to permit one. Instead, 
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police conduct such inventory searches to protect property in the 
car, to protect police against the claim of theft, and to protect 
police from potential danger.ff Strickling at 986. 
In the instant case, Trooper Hancock detected the order of 
burnt marijuana when retreiving the vehicle's registration from the 
glove box. At that time, he had probable cause to believe that the 
vehicle contained contraband. The basis for searching the vehicle 
at that point became investigatory and required individualized 
suspicion of criminal activity. As stated in State v. Hygh, 711 
P. 2d 264, 268 (Utah 1985), investigatory searches do not become 
constitutional, merely by labeling them inventory searches: 
"However, the inventory exception does not apply when the 
inventory is merely fla pretext concealing an investigatory police 
motive". Fundamental constitutional guarantees against 
unreasonable searches cannot be evaded by labeling them "inventory" 
searches." 
Under federal law as applied in recent Utah cases, the plain 
smell of burnt marijuana provides probable cause to search a 
vehicle without a warrant. See State v. Naisbitt, 827 P. 2d 969, 
973 (Utah App. 1992) The Court of Appeals noted in a footnote to 
that decision that the Utah Constitution may not parallel the 
federal standard as it relates to "plain smell": 
"Defendant does not challenge the search under Artcle I, 
Section 14 of the Utah Constitution. We, therefore, are precluded 
from analyzing the search under the Utah constitution. See State 
v. Belgard 811 P. 2d 211, 215-16 (Utah App. 1991) 
We note however, the standard required by the Utah 
Constitution may not parallel the federal standard. Recently, in 
considering the automobile exception to the warrant requirement, 
the Utah Supreme Court [in State v. Larocco, 794 P. 2d 460 (Utah 
1990)] disagreed with federal decisions holding no showing of 
exigent circumstances is necessary to search a vehicle without a 
warrant. See, e.g. Carney, 471 U.S. 386, 105 S. Ct. 2066. 
Reasoning the federal decisions "cannot be squared with the oft-
stated principle that warrants-when-practicable is the best 
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policy." (Citation to Larocco supplied) 
In State v. Larocco, 794 P.2d 460, 469 (Utah 1990), the Utah 
Supreme Court expressed frustration at the inconsistencies and 
disagreements as to when a warrant will be required for search of 
an automobile. The Court states that it does not agree with the 
federal interpretation of the standard for warrantless search of a 
vehicle: 
"The Supreme Court's Chambers-through-Carney line of cases 
cannot be squared with the oft-stated principle that warrants-when-
practicable is the best policy. .....These cases expand the 
automobile exception by ignoring the mobility factor and 
implementing the rationale of diminshed expectation of privacy. 
This expansion and the vacillation between the warrant approach and 
the reasonableness approach have resulted in significant confusion 
about federal search and seizure law regarding automobiles." 
Larocco at 469. 
The Court states that the time has come to establish a 
separate state constitutional analysis as it relates to the 
warrantless searches of automobiles: 
"The time has come for this court, in applying an automobile 
exception to the warrant requirement of article I, section 14 of 
the Utah Constitution, to try to simplify, if possible, the search 
and seizure rules so that they can be more easily followed by the 
police and the courts and, at the same time, provide the public 
with consistent and predictable protection against unreasonable 
searches and seizures- This can be accomplished by eliminating 
some of the confusing exceptions to the warrant requirement that 
have been developed by federal law in recent years. See id. 
Specifically, this court will continue to use the concept of 
expectation of privacy as a suitable threshold criterion for 
determining whether article I, section 1 is applicable. Then if 
article I, section 14 applies, warrantless searches will be 
permitted only where they protect the safety of police or the 
public or to prevent the destruction of evidence." Larocco at 470. 
The Court, citing Justice Zimmerman in State v. Hyqh, 711 P.2d 
at 272, explains that warrants will be required once the safety of 
the officers and evidence is assured: 
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 As Justice Zimmerman explained in Hygh: "Once the threat 
that the suspect will injure the officers with concealed weapons or 
will destroy evidence is gone, there is no persuasive reason why 
the officers cannot take the time to secure a warrant. Such a 
requirement would present little impediment to police 
investigations, especially in light of the ease with which warrants 
can be obtained under Utah's telephonic warrant statute, U.C.A., 
1953, Section 7-23-4(2)." 
The Court of Appeals in Naisbitt, supra, reasoned that this 
same analysis would apply to a plain smell situation, "The 
considerations requiring a showing of exigent circumstances under 
the automobile exception seem to apply with equal force to the 
search of a vehicle based on an officer detecting the odor of 
marijuana." State v. Naisbitt, 827 P.2d 969, 973 (Utah App. 1992) 
The Court of Appeals emphasized that arguments regarding the 
Utah Constitution should be briefed and argued in cases involving 
plain smell: 
"We are troubled that when existing law demonstrates a 
difference between federal and state law, parties fail even to 
mention, much less brief, state constitutional issues. Until and 
unless parties brief search and seizure questions under the state 
constitution, Utahfs citizens will remain at the mercy of the 
"labyrinth of rules built upon a series of contradictory and 
confusing rationalizations and distinctions" marking federal search 
and seizure law. State v. Hygh, 711 P.2d 264, 271-72 (Utah 1985) 
(Zimmerman, J., concurring)." Id. at 973. 
In the instant case, probable cause existed to search the 
vehicle pursuant to Trooper Hancocks detection of the odor of burnt 
marijuana. However, no exigent circumstances existed which 
prevented him from obtaining a warrant. At the time Trooper 
Hancock commenced the search, the driver and passenger of the 
vehicle had been transported to the hospital thereby eliminating 
any concern for officer safety or for the destruction of evidence. 
Accordingly, Trooper Hancock should have secured the vehicle and 
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obtained a telephonic warrant. His failure to do so violated the 
Utah State Constitution as it relates to warrantless searches of 
vehicles. 
CONCLUSION 
Wherefore, it is respectfully requested that all evidence 
seized as a result of this unlawful search be suppressed. 
Respectfully submitted this /(^day of September, 1996. 
, /AJ4 c^W7Ut-/ 
Barbara King Lachmar 
Attorney for Defendant/Appellant 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that four true and accurate copies of the 
foregoing Brief of Appellant were mailed, postage prepaid, to Jan 
Graham, Utah Attorney General, 236 State Capitol Building, Salt 
Lake City, Utah 84114, Attorneys for Appellees, this / ' day 
of September, 1996. 
Barbara King Lachmar 
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Mot last than (5) nor mora than (14) days after iteuance 
of this citation. 
FOR COURT USE ONLY 
DATE OF CONVICTION 
PINE 
MIL 
.SUSPENDED. 
DISPOSITION 
Plea Guilty 
J Trial Guilty 
Final Charge . 
SUSPENDED. 
• No Contest 
D Not Guilty 
Prosecuting Agency 
NO. 
I r f l A l l O N NO. 
D179047 
NAME (LMt) 
Hz*, <?- ^ Tamos —™—-—asm 7 mm 
L9tS N*rlL pzso cJ*f U^^llL UU£ 
D*m U o m i N f t CtaM I E x p i r e * I State IWwrfrtcBonSootal Security No. 1S6TU&1* 
r^ eowy 
to* 
33. 
Vehicle Type Y M T 
n 
at. 
Cotor 
£_ 
ooe 
g-J3-?3 
ft^v*/ 
Vehtde Uoenea No. 
| ^ » DNo I O Y— J^Ho 
State 
DY« X * > 
Max. Material 
OY— V N O 
Expiree 
U-htLl 9JT 
Direction of Ti 
N S 
r  "Travel 
THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT IS CHARGED WITH VIOLATING: 
^UTAHCOOE D COUNTY CODE • CITY CODE NO.: 
/ ? ^ DAY OP Ht<>*.il. i»$£lli«UTARY-nME ON THE 
i r w T i n n < / \ Q imn ^-h MILE POST NO. M3x. 
l^rTOLATION(S): 
WITMOUT ADMCTTINO GUILT I PROMISE TO APPEAR AS DIRECTED HEREIN ( & *>d t^t+eTbtJ****^ 
SIGNATURE 
I CERTIFY THAT A COPY OF THIS SUMMONS ANO CITATION WAS DULY SERVED UPON THE DEFENDANT 
ACCORDING TO LAW ON THE ABOVE DATE ANO I KNOW OR BELIEVE ANO SO ALLEGE THAT THE ABOVE 
NAMED DEFENDANT DID COMMIT THE OFFENSE HEREIN SET FORTH CONTRARY TO LAW. I FURTHER CER-
TIFY THAT THE COURT TO W*«CH THE DEFENDANT HAS BEEN DIRECTED TO APPEAR IS THE PROPEP 
COURT PURSUANT TO 9ECTION^-7-1S, U . C J 
OFFICER s^'y .BADGE NO 3-W 
COMPLAINANT DATE OF CITATION 
DLO 
OOURT COPY ONE 
DATE SENT TO OLD DOCKET NO. 
HEAP CAREFULLY 
This ciution is not an information and will not be used as an information without your eoneent If an infonnalion is Wed you will be provided a copy 
by the court. You MUST 9pp—r in oourt on of before the time aat in this citation. IF YOU FAR. TO APPEAR AN INFORMATION WILL BE FILED AND THE 
COURT MAY ISSUE A WARRANT FOR YOUR ARREST. N O T I C E O F I N T E N T T O D E N Y , S U S P E T O , O R R E V O K E : 
OFFICER, CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX _____ 
0 
U 
(ARREST UNDO* 41-644 UCA) 
You are hereby notified that thirty (30) days from the dast of this notice your driving privilege in the State of Utah will 
be suspended pursuant to 53-3-223 UCA for ninety (90) days for a first offense or for one (1) year for subsequent 
offenses, or revoked for one (1) year pursuant to 41-544.10 UCA for s first refusal to submit to a chemical test, or for 
eighteen (18) months for subeequent refusals ihm Jury 1, 1993. 
(ARREST UNDER 32A-124O0) (JUVENILE) 
You are hereby notified that thirty (30) days from the date of this notice your driving privilege in the State of Utah will 
be denied pursuant to 41-644.4 UCA for ninety (90) days for a first offense, or suspended for one (1) year for a 
subsequent offense within three (3) years, or suspended for one (1) year or until age seventeen (17), whichever is 
longer, if you have not been issued an original operator iioenae, or revoked for one (1) year pursuant to 41-644.10 
UCA for a first refuaai to submit to a ohemicai teat or for eighteen (18) months for subsequent refusals after 
July 1, 1993. COMPLETION OF AUTHORCEP SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM REQUWEP FOR RE»4STATEMENT. 
RIGHT TO HEARING: The Division will grant you opportunity for a hearing but only if you submit a WRITTEN REQUEST within TEN (10) DAYS of your 
arrest to. Driver License Division at 4501 South 2700 West, P.O. Box 30560, Salt Lake City, Utah 84130-0560 (ATTN: D.U.I. Section). Upon your timely 
request you will be notified of the time and place of the hearing. The hearing is not for purpose of granting a limited license but only to determine 
if your driving privilege is to be denied, suspended, or revoked. The administrative hearing is civil in nature and does not satisfy the requirement 
for you to appear in court when required. FAILURE TO REQUEST A HEARING OR FAILURE TO APPEAR FOR A HEARING may result in loss of your 
driving privilege. 
^COMMERCIAL DRIVER LICENSE HOLDERS SEE REVERSE SIDE 
This is VALID KB NOT VALID D as a temporary license for up to thirty (30) days from the date of this notice 
OPERATOR E l COMMERCIAL • CLASS Q ENDORSEMENTS *J 0 
TTQ 'j\j.t 
U 1 O U 4 ( | 
ll. 
III. 
DUI REPORT FORM 
CASE IDENTIFICATION: 
nataOV-/? fT Day Af^^Jy Accident y/», 
Subject's Name P*-t«y To 4 l*/(*rr 
Place of Employment 
.Case •o#se-oae> Tim* Prepared_Z£££__ 
Address £Als*LJlattun,t kk^r^_ iAf f*Y 
Address 
Home Telephone Number 
D.O.B. /^S^'Jl 
Work Telephone Number 
Time of Arrest /SIcD 
-S 
Driver License # /$&??£ rwg 
AJL *^ »«r—"»-^  2/-*y!4*C Charges Q&ctm-i n*r$.»**, mt+'u a**%%%•{ 
i^Jr <L»CC*s- Assisting Officers ft.T. / tk^rk . , J » n , fr*J<a 
Place of Arrest _ 
Arresting Officer 
Arresting Agency LU-aU. ur*L^y fa-UU 
VEHICLE 
Year I ^ ^ V Color &£*& 
License # and state_ii£_j£4iL ^ ^ 
Registered Ownar rV^y J o LiUl***. 
Make f W m a y Model Trtf at-
f- AdrifM M ZfAlrK z o a j j ^ -
WITNESSES: (If passengers, indicate specifically) 
Name Address Tele. # Age/DOB 
9>i-ZS?- USl> 1. 7/%v Z&tf-e/L. 
2. 
a 
4. 
5. 
IV. ACTUAL PHYSICAL CONTROL: 
The facts establishing the subject's actual physical control of a motor vehicle are: UI-A-J***- ***> A*s-
mJ a-ff iierf 1 Shr.-HkU rivtf+ftJiup—gf*i?*rtr <*•* <*"~~ A^- ' t? **£ f-^rJ-J 
DRIVING PATTERN: 
Subject's location when first observed. 
The facts observed regarding driving pattern: 
- " ' f^-l I L^tafi. ^ - > 
_aLt ^  Li^j^r 
\Jel~?.Qt L'.4~ r-fo- AJ-AJ* 
*o_ ^M /,/V-
^rx> ^ .^~ ./«>,»*^. 
VI. PRE-ARREST STATEMENTS OF SUBJECT: 
VII. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS: 
Odor of alcoholic beverage ^Jn^ 
Speech 
Balance 
Signs or complaints of injury or illness 
Other physical characteristics 
Sr?f, n.A>£. fofie^t 
EEO 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Were tests demonstrated by officer?. Subject's ability to follow instructions 
SEARCHES 
A. Vehicle: 
Was subject's vehicle searched? Vk. . Where? oJr • *?.*-*-
When? AC?S"/U.*w- Fvidnnca Q £ v 7-,U*J±**.J\ Dr^ pt^-^^Le^^Prl rn, 
_ £ * 1 ^ . ^OOA^<4-
iJru^tt 
B. 
Person who performed the eeerch 
Subject 
A-T< /Lr«iAr „ - ^ St«AU fafafurnJ 
subject's person searched? r&a. Where? ^ ^ / / / ^ l ^ f»4r*t efffce 
i? / t f o > ; r r Evidence Found £ rdl ^l'r 7*irf<& Calkdt 
Was 
When aa^H^ urr— c ia  ro a ^ fM at 
Person who performed the search /? /flA^hp < CA^A^, <£?• 3T*\l* 
CHEMICAL TESTS: 
Mrrer Ms. Pf*)*jy T . U/^W^cP , do you understand that you art under arrest for 
% driving under the Muence of alcohol (drugs)? (41-6-44 OCA) 
D drMng wth a delecfejbls smount of alcohol in your body whis undsr ag i 21 (32A-12-209) 
4 a 4»a*W fc. rfVeUl J * * ^ * U 
I hereby rsqustt that you submit to a chemical test to determine tha atoohd (drug) coolant of your Wood/breath. I 
request that vou takea R l C O f l taat . j k«w j ; ^ v , * - ^ ^ ^ e 4o -f*rfcc * - £ / ^ * -
(blood - braatfi - urtna) ^ C / M ^ 37W o ^ ' W , X ^ o g JJ / , * • « 
-4© becA-v/Xt_ X ' c * -K*- d r i v e r • 
D Tha foSowing admonition was given by ma to tha subject before tha chemical taat was administarad: 
Raaults indicating an unlawful amount of alcohol In your breath/blood in violation of 41-6-44 or 41-6-44.4 UCA 
may, or tha praaanca of alcohol and/or drugs sufficient to randar you incapable of safely driving a motor vehicle 
may, result in denial or suspension of your driving privlege or refusal to issue you a license. 
What is your response to my request that you submit to a chamicai test? Response: 0 o l-4rr ^l\A-4r 
fttf^ (Lu ^Ji= *LsW_± \-JT itJ , tt>£f~ *<~ ^TQ^J' 
Did subject submit to a chemical test? Type of test. fl/ortcfl 
Test Administered by ULiYrJ, *;&>«,-x'U* A<<*Jl - ^ r ^^Where? / . ^ A / /Up7*«,#C V o y , ^ 
Time: Results Was subject notified of results? 
Serial No. of test machine: 
(if the subject refuses the test, read the following) 
The following admonition was give by me to the subject: 
If you refuse the test, it will not be given, however I must warn you that if you refuse, your 
driving privilege may be revoked for one year for a first refusal or 18 months for a subsequent 
refusal after July 1, 1993, with no provision for limited driving. After you have taken the test, you 
will be permitted to have a physician of your own choice administer a test at your own expense, 
in addition to the one I have requested, so long as it does not delay the test or tests requested 
by me. I will make the test results available to you, if you take the test. 
0011 
(if the subject ci<nmj> »-x n y m iu Ion ian i di iom ** %..^  • ***»» %*> . %^#«.%#%*•, .*,«.** ...w
 w , 
D The following admonition was given by me to the subject: 
Your right to remain silent and your right to counsel do not apply to the implied consent law which 
is civil in nature and separate from the criminal charges. Your right to remain silent does not give you 
the right to refuse to take the test. You do not have the right to have counsel during the test procedure. 
Unless you submit to the test I am requesting, I will consider that you have refused to take the test. 
I warn you that if you refuse to take the test, your driver's license can be revoked for one year with 
no provision for a limited license. 
XI. CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS: 
Was subject advised of the following rights? V W When 
By Whom? ^1^ fJr>l**~J Where? QKA Ce* Sinner *&*<>< 
</ 1. You have the right to remain silent. 
*s 2. Anything you say can and will be used against you in a court of law. 
<s 3. You have the right to talk to a lawyer and have him present with you while you are being ques-
tioned. If you cannot afford to hire a lawyer, one will be appointed to represent you before 
any questioning, if you wish one. 
^L 4. If you decide to answer questions now without having counsel present, you may stop answer-
ing questions at any time. Also, you may request counsel at any time during questioning. 
Were the following waiver questions asked? Y^< 
^ 1. Do you understand each of these rights I have explained to you? 
Response & U^-f &2 rfr/fe :& r^y tAwy**-
2. Having these rights in mind, do you wish to talk to us now? 
Response 
INTERVIEW: 
Were you operating a vehicle? 
Where were you going? 
What street or highway were you on?. 
Direction of travel? 
Where did you start from? , 
When? What time is it now? 
What is today's date? Day of week? 
(Actual time Date Day 
What city or county are you in now? 
What were you doing during the last three hours? 
Have you been drinking? 
What? How much?. 
Where? 
When did you have your first drink? Last drink? . 
Are you under the influence of an alcoholic beverage (drugs) now? 
Are you taking tranquilizers, pills, medicines or drugs of any kind? 
(What kind? Get sample). 
When did you have the last dose? 
Are you ill? 
(If subject was in an accident, ask these questions:) 
Were you involved in an accident today? 0 J J 1_ 
Have you had any alcoholic beverage or drugs since the accident? ._ 
If so, what? When? , 
I l~» . , ^ . . . ^ I - O 
XII. OTHER OCCURRENCES OR FACTS: 
XIII. ATTACHED DOCUMENTS: 
I have attached the following documents to this report: 
1. p Copy of citation/temporary license 
2. D Subject's Utah driver's license or driver's permit 
3. jD Traffic accident report 
4. D Other documents (specify) 
I hereby certify that I am a sworn Utah Peace Officer and that the information contained above in this report form and 
attached documents is true and correct to my knowledge and belief and that this report form was prepared in the regular 
course of my duties. It is my belief the subject was in violation of section 41-6-44 U.CLA. or 32A-12-209 at the time, and 
place specified in this report. 
The original of this form and the Driver License copy of the Citation must be 
sent within five (5) days of the arrest of the subject to: 
Driver License Division 
4501 South 2700 West 
P.O. Box 30560 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84130-0560 
0 0 ! * 
» 
P T 
I 
M 
•J 
u 
MONTH DAY YEAR 
(&-/>-9T 
DAV 
OF 
WEEK t w 
PLACE WHERE 
ACCIDENT OCCURRED: COUNTY . 
A O C M O T I « W O U I M C M c*y *m*» 
fofcoftta) dMOno* fromotfy hmftf Of 
CAr4*» 
MILITARY 
TIME L^: 
.m 
r ) NORTH 
n_^{_>BLES D 
S 
D 
E 
a 
CITY O R T O W N 
W AM-
c m OR TOWN 
TOAD ON WHICH 
ACCIDENT OCCURRED: 
S] -**?» OJVt NAME OF tTRSET OR HWMWAY NUMMR 
RAMP NO 
tfftftSECTIQN 
TfPE 
1 . AT ITS I N T E R S E C T I O N W I T H 
N O R T H S E W 
2 IF NOT AT INTERSECTIONj^BLFEET D D • D «* J t t T > i J g * ^ _0}»l_&± 
T l 6 A fioFMt^POBT [ / ^ 
TENTH OFAMJLE 
wiomcTOi iTRErr .MomcNo u 
_ BE SURE TO COMPLETE ¥ ROAD HAS MILE POST 
iLAajpj 
onSg-CLqare / * 
FOR AGENCY USE 
D LO USE ONLY 
16 I 
" 
STATE/LOCAL 
19 
m 
21 
/t 
22 
i 
VEHKLE YEAR MAKE MODEL 
VBHKXEPEKnFCATIONIAJMBCn V 1 
SOOY STYLE/TYPE CODE 
<r^, 163 
US DOT 
CCMC 
V/>1 £ A m345>//< AVy/ gu 
DRIVER 
FIRST 
LICENSE 
PLATE 
MPO 
YEAR 
ST. 
?e*r*f 
MTIM. 
MONTH 
09 
SHKXE COLOR G.V.W.R. OESC OF CARGO 
CODE 
COMMERCIAL VEHCLE <** 12J00 to. Of mm) 
INTERSTATE D INTRASTATE D Y-
DISPOSITION OF VEHCLE 
CODE lAaL&r£f 
STATE NUMBER 
LAST 
X&tffla I ',4 
U*ULfrc£ 
m 
FIRST IMfTlAL LAST 
^ fv*~K— 
PARTS DAMAGED 
N0OFAJ0JES 
T T 
MR OF TRAVEL _23 
COST OF REPAIR m 
STREET. Cm. STATE. V . PHONE NO. PHONE ( } 25 
ET.ofnr, 
iA /y/*- ^ frv.yy 
£L 
26 
STRE , O TY. STATE. HP. PHONE NO. PHONE( ) 14 
L 
STATE NUMBER 
iSftTlloi? 
DATE 
OF 
M Y VfAH 
» a - ^ ^ 
BUURY 
kM 
28 
THROUGH WHAT 
AREA EJECTED? 
* 
1. PUBLIC 3 NONE fT] 
2 COWL 4 UNKN I f I 
YEARS 
DRIVE EXP. 03. 
UOBME CLASS 
& *JD JL P' Fb "fPr 
29 
I 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
SURANCE APPEARS VAJ&O AGENCY THAT: IN
YESIXJ NO • 
VENJCLEI 8BT TOE 
 SOLD POLICY 
Ffr*4-
EPPGCTNEDATE EXPHATDNDATE POLICY NUMBER 30 
PHONE ( ) 31 
CODE 
O3MMBVtfi.W4S0L£<R«jttlSft * • . » « » ) 
INTERSTATE D INTWASTATEO „ . . 
] 32 k VEHCLE OENT1RCATION NUMBER O O P O S m O N OF VEHCLE 
CODE 
NO OF AXLES DIR OF TRAVEL 
42L 
34 
3£ 
3( 
^4 
/ 
US DOT 
KXMC 
LICENSE 
PLATE 
INFO 
NUMBER PARTS DAMAGED 
> T 
COST OF REPAIR 
OWNER 
OPERATOR 
CARRIER 
FIRST NT1AL LAST STREET. CTTY. STATE, ZIP. PHONE NO. PHONE{ ) 
FIRST INITIAL LAST STREET, CITY. STATE, ZIP. PHONE NO. PHONE( ) 
DRIVER 
3* DRIVER'S 
LICENSE 
STATE NUMBER DATE 
OF 
BIRTH 
MONTH DAY YEAR 
Eoumrypq 
INJURY 
"•t/U* J*L£. 
THROUGH WHAT 
AREA EJECTED? 
DRIVER'S 
EDUCATION] 
1 PUBLIC 3 NONE 
2 COM'L 4 UNKN • YEARS DRIVE EXP 
LICENSE CLASS | ENDORSEMENT 
INSURANCE COMPANY EFFECTIVE DATE EXPIRATION DATE POLICY NUMBER 
INSURANCE APPEARS VALID 
Y E s Q NO Q 
AGENCY THAT SOLD POLICY ADDRESS PHONE ( ) 
1 PEDESTRIAN DATE OF BIRTH 
J^TYPE I CAUSE I AREA 
O 
c 
c 
u 
p 
A 
N 
J 
i2L (Z***i& H, I W / A ~ Vgte>./QQfii frrAiJltf. liL r* 2. 
fan * i 
Jte>«*oft For Mo Dimgram 
1 Ofhcer not at scene 
2 Vehicle* moved 
3 Other 
*¥ 
J^l -t-Ai^ ^ ^ - * w A ^> 
INWCATE DIRECTION 
Of NORTH 
VEHICLE NO _ / 
ESTIMATED TRAVEL SPEED 
ESTIMATED IMPACT SPEED 
POSTED SPEED 
ADVISORY SPEED 
NO 
£TO 
\ZO 
S's' 
<r<r 
INDICATE INTERSECTION TYPE 
WHAT HAPPENED % / , . / - A 
to V e t o * by Number) V g J W ^ / £ # /fir !**&** AtJL uJ^Hr a£P 2^= c&JbdL 
If Hsarawtous Mertecjelswere involved 
1st tfie placard number front off the 
OTNWTMAK VEHICLES *>JOfJt- Z^fO<J+ 
of 
ESTIMATE 
WITNESSES 
Ar(W gVb rkrtl 35<>&4r*, 1k**+i*Li.id* *** r>M&-n?b 
m FIRST AID ADM&tSTERED BY LSESEISSL. NJUREO TAKEN BY 1-
ZJBL. 
2-
> 
4-
t-OHar 
R » 
TMEAmb C t f e * . 
•UUflEDTAMMTO C*pAmt f*ff**i+L ffaptfaC 
POLICE ACTMTY 
<a- ff- *£• 
HuTARY 
THE) 
I33£ Tta»NrtM4«MM DrtvwNo.. Otwr 
UtAcjscJ^ 
L2J& /.TQD t»«M*» I j Bit. 
PHOTO(S)TAJ(l 
YESD NO*; 
YIDCOTAKB* 
YESD NOjc 
FNELODIAQfU 
YESJT NOC 
Hint ?£At*y «2b tJ/vUrV&t, OUST r l y „ J * ^ i .A.U. '^f 
. Cht4§t
 t 
CVSA toepectton Ye»„ 
Oetor action tojioft ___ 
No ^ Worn. Rope* Numb*/. 
oe^ r /^ Z "7T J4^/*^,JL 
O F F I C E R S R A N K A N D N A M E 
.12/ J=A^ JAtfA-
,. I D NO 
.ept of I 
PATROL DIVISION DEPARTME r SUPERVISORS APPROVAL] 
00)46 
p / - / ? - ^ 
D A T E O F R E P O R T 
State Law requires that report be forwarded w t f Public Safety withm 10 days following completion^ .ne investigation Mail ORIGINAL OF REPORT TO 
Driver License Division Financial Responsibility Section 4501 South 2700 West • P 0 Box 30560 • Salt Lake City, Utah 84130-0560 
WARRANTLESS ARREST PROBABLE CAUSE STATEMENT 
The unders igned, u^oft P, fcertdocfc- * of the 
Lxiah V<t(Ak^ <>y P<\Vet , under oath s t a t e s t h a t t h e r e e x i s t e d 
probable cause for the a r r e s t without warrant of the person named 
below based upon t h e fo l lowing: 
Name of person a r r e s t e d : PUUA^I H, loWeelcr DOB: p 4 • Q6-S3 
^ t e of a r r e s t : QM* H 199£ Time: «-i3Q (
 p P..m.) 
P lace of arrest:"O^OA P^QATI tfoyfa > U>^ . Cache County, Utah 
The above-named person I s current ly being d e t a i n e d on t h e 
f o l l o w i n g charges : 
Of fense Date Code No- Class B a i l (per S c h e d u l e ) 
1 . » W o f OUA^ fcrc^k. OM-O-q? S8- 37A-5 5 * IOO ** 
The undersigned believes that probable cause existed for this 
warrantless arrest and the continued detention of the above-named 
person based upon the following, information which was either known 
by the undersigned personally or was obtained by the undersigned in 
his/her capacity as a peace officer: 
T k gbftvje J 'sW parson P.AS +U. fye.SiP^Pr \ A »*c)<g car
 ftgctrL/v4- QA 
Sg :V3 ^ t M P (13 ^ ftwdcy Apr,! T? , IftqS ^-t- (33 <T Kr<r. ^ m » 
tvAypfve-U.»i,\e<; , ^ To rek o^>t ^ o o L ^ u/vks.k u^TC «V.W -fi*m<j, 
The undersigned reques t s the magistrate to whom t h i s s t a t e m e n t 
i s p r e s e n t e d to e x e c u t e an order determining that probable cause 
e x i s t e d f o r the above-descr ibed warrantless a r r e s t , a u t h o r i z i n g t h e 
cont inued d e t e n t i o n of the above-named person on the s t a t e d c h a r g e s , 
and s e t t i n g appropriate b a i l , i f any. 
Off i cer 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
COUNTY OF CACHE) 
Sworn t o before me t h i s /_$_ day of flfllhf) 199£\ 7 
REUAMAUttMN 
NorAJtr nmuc • SMTI W UIAH 
50 WEST 200 NORTH 
LOGAN UTAH 64321 
COMM.EXP.MAY-17-15 
JAidge/Notary 
OOiu 
WARRANTLESS ARREST PROBABLE CAUSE STATEMENT 
The unders igned, Oasoo P, kendncW / of the 
a k k ^ CA^^^y Ql\ro( , under oath s t a t e s tha t t h e r e e x i s t e d 
3robable cause for the a r r e s t without warrant of the person named 
aelow based upon the f o l l o w i n g : 
lame of person a r r e s t e d : Pen^y IQ^Uacg DOB: W 23-73 
^ t e of a r r e s t : 6M- Q 199£ Time: /M3o ( £.-«•) 
Place of a r r e s t : K ^ ftcgim^ Hn^1 *^ ' L^f^ , Cache County, Utah 
The above-named person i s current ly being d e t a i n e d on t h e 
fo l lowing charges : 
Offense Date Code No. Class Bai l (per Schedule ) 
lb Pes* dr^g r>*r<vOkr/v^ SA/VICL ^ g r ^ 7 A - ^ . fi $ IOC 
3 . fess ICCX^AC ^ A / v W ^ A / Y ^ £ g - y ? - %G) £ ~ * $ t o , crop 
4» K)o drv^ W s ^ p 5AV*e S4- (<3- IQ6 C^ y * % T O G O 
The unders igned b e l i e v e s t h a t probable cause e x i s t e d for t h i s 
warrant les s a r r e s t and the continued de ten t ion of the above-named 
oerson based upon t h e fo l lowing information which was e i t h e r known 
by t h e unders igned p e r s o n a l l y or was obtained by the unders igned i n 
a i s / h e r c a p a c i t y as a peace o f f i c e r : 
~"he obooc Ws-tc<j fe>rSoft L**& lAucJugj u\ *. ^\fi^e cc* CkcciderX* a t CS3& WrS QA {y\o\d*.y 
A o n ! n. \ f r Q S , TVMM pen** ^ A S ^ r w * X g 4-W w>U^(* ^ u ^ k u»f l f U te^^^ o>\ 
SR-^O A+ fWp A(3 , u n b o u n d . -S»r ^ g.p.^r^ivf r g g ^ A . T^e drui*>r <*<j p x s ^ y ^ 
,*iW fittM* - P O ^ N TW vehicle s/**4&) <>T m a r j u t ^ ?,*»*> kc% ^p** - C - * - l ^
 t/\^L<\^r^ 
gvso -fo^^o o^ere /V ^ d f i ^ d u ^ l b&.Q^»ri J T r*Yk,r\j\xAA* . 5g^Ki-^l bod ies CT 
The undersigned requests the magistrate to whom this statement 
is presented to execute an order determining that probable cause 
existed for the above-described warrantless arrest, authorizing the 
continued detention of the above-named person on the stated charges, 
and setting appropriate bail, if any. 
Officer 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
COUNTY OF CACHE) 
Sworn to before me thls/fl day of (X £)J\{ rif 199i".
 f] 
REUAMAUGHAN 
NOTAMY HMIC • fTAIi W UUH 
50 WEST 200 NORTH 
LOGAN UTAH 84321 
COMM.EXP.MAY-1743 
Juklge/Notary 
VIII AM*. 
OOU' 
vfs\ 
Time. 
VEHICLE INVENTORY 
IH3.4 Date H-n-<\S' 
fteason for Impound. 0 State Tax ffHold for Owner D Other (specify) flix,L C Q - r n i g n w e ) 
Location <*<L-iO <*<> u 3 . Q | 
vehicle year g"7 Make mgr t tA /y Color. 
Registration 
Jfcu 
33? fMO 
. Body Style ^dr 
State U f 
State Tax Commission Impound Report No. A IwW 
registered owner 3 * * ^ 
Driver rgnAy U J ^ WC^CP 
Address f W # y v» //<*> 
Address 
Glove box: Locked 
contents: ^ y ^ * . 
l ^ e s ( s ^ N o ) 
interior contents: i i i i Radio 
Tape Deck 
C.B. Radio 
Tachometer 
2 
QTwes 
S'yes 
c/yes 
D no 
D no 
Erno 
D no 
Trunk contents: (2 pfc* <**/*eis ic^l^S 
be* ((>^5c^vl W y * * ) < / * * U ' box * fc**j$ i**K < » $ * . 
Key used to open 
Spare 
Jack 
Lug Wrench 
Body damage: 
es D no 
[3/jes D no 
B ^ e s D no 
H yes • no 
Vehicle and contents stored at: 
i hereby certify that those items listed above were released to my custody by Qku<>^ /\ Q K £ ^ 
Witness to inventory rtpQ«j H«/VC0C.C > ^ ^ ^ ^ J ^ / T^L^T/ 
Disposition: 
Original retained by trooper 
1st copy to wrecker driver 
2nd copy to remain with vehicle 
3rd copy to division file 
Signature of person receiving 
the vehicle and contents 
List all items retained by trooper 
^ g f t J W J k ^ I1*AVS (pw^pU-Aff>AJ 
r*i%c. dr^ffi /sc^U>s / pifes 
HPF36 
P-136 
-0 
Ulah Stat* Tax Commission 
Vohlclo Impound ftoport No. A 249189 
-TJSSB FK» T535T Impound 
OM-o-qc 
Vehicle %1 rv\ erciAry 
^'ffjgg*0"* M E8M36S7 HE 6q frg2 
• TtoQt ScVr T W V 
pecaJ 
[numb 
|Momh/Year
 G i {ofoxptraaon y^f r S^b»f 33? HAO Stale uT ar 
Where was vehicle ^ - _ _ ^ 
removed from? 5 & - ZO r\p L l 3 
Where is 
vehicle stored? 
Reason lor Impound 
•
Improper i—i No Utah 
reoBtrabon '—11 
Yard 
number 
1
 reojstration l registration 
r—j Expired 
registration • "Theft • 
r—j Other 
(see remarks) 
Owner/ 
lessee Pe/vy i j ^ (UCP iAddress ^ / ^ y u L t V f f 
Driver's 
name S£&£. 
(Address 
Accessories on vehicle 
D Tape/CD D SpeciaJ rims D Minors Q Mats •
 ( >— remarks) 
Property" 
m vehicle 
Vstble 
damage 
Remarks" sfiJL 
\s^^i 
Officer's 
signature X 
mwrt 
_ 7 ^ >&ZJJ r * U.UP PRI number 
MotorVoMD*eio4lOI6MoiKA«n^^ TBXOW • Impound Y«t RNK-OriNrofwnt* OOtWflOO - Impound oflotrt moord 
numberOiq5CUQagM 
TOS40 R* 10/S2 
O n « - < 
CV/IRsj &+r. 
GENERAL ORDER NO. 83-9 
(Revised July 1991) 
TO: A l l Personnel 
StfMECT 
Vehicles and contents: 
1. 
*Liim 
Handling abandoned, stolen, seized, hold-for-evidence, 
improperly registered vehicles. Vehicles in a hazardous 
place or position, vehicles in an unsafe condition. 
2. Custodial care of such vehicles and contents. 
PURPQSE 
1. 
2. 
AUTHORITY 
To establish procedures to be used when discovering vehicles 
as described in item one above and the proper care of such 
vehicles. 
To establish procedures for custodial care of the contents 
in, on or towed by any vehicle as described under subject, 
item two. 
Under the existing Utah statutes peace officers are 
authorized to remove and/or cause to be removed vehicles 
under the following conditions: 
a. When any vehicle is parked, stopped or standing on a 
roadway, whether attended or unattended, where it was 
practical to stop off the roadway (U.C.A. 41-6-101). 
b. When any vehicle is illegally left standing on any 
highway, bridge, causeway or tunnel where such vehicle 
constitutes an obstruction to traffic (U.C.A. 
41-6-102[b]). 
c. When an officer has indications that the vehicle had 
been stol*^ or taken without the owner's consent 
(U.C.A. 4 -6-102[c][I] and 41-1-115). 
d. When a vehicle on a roadway is so disabled as to be a 
hazard to traffic and the person or persons in charge 
of such vehicle are unable to provide for its custody 
or removal (U.C.A. 41-6-102[2]). 
e. When the person driving or in control of such vehicle 
is arrested for an alleged offense for which the 
officer is required by law to take a person 
immediately before a magistrate (U.C.A. 
41-6-102[c][3]). 
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(Revised July 1991) 
TO: All Personnel 
SVMECT 
Vehicles and contents: 
1. 
•**x m 
Handling abandoned, stolen, seized, hold-for-evidence, 
improperly registered vehicles. Vehicles in a hazardous 
place or position, vehicles in an unsafe condition. 
2. Custodial care of such vehicles and contents. 
PURPOSE 
1. 
2. 
AUTHORITY 
1. 
To establish procedures to be used when discovering vehicles 
as described in iten one above and the proper care of such 
vehicles. 
To establish proctdures for custodial care of the contents 
in, on or towed by any vehicle as described under subject, 
item two. 
Under the existing Utah statutes peace officers are 
authorized to remove and/or cause to be removed vehicles 
under the following conditions: 
a. When any vehicle is parked, stopped or standing on a 
roadway, whether attended or unattended, where it was 
practical to stop off the roadway (U.C.A. 41-6-101). 
b. When any vehicle is illegally left standing on any 
highway, bridge, causeway or tunnel where such vehicle 
constitutes an obstruction to traffic (U.C.A. 
41-6-102[b]). 
c. When an officer has indications that the vehicle had 
been stol*^ or taken without the owner's consent 
(U.C.A. 4 -6-102[c][I] and 41-1-115). 
d. When a vehicle on a roadway 1s so disabled as to be a 
hazard to traffic and the person or persons in charge 
of such vehicle are unable to provide for its custody 
or removal (U.C.A. 41-6-102[2]). 
e. When the person driving or in control of such vehicle 
is arrested for an alleged offense for which the 
officer is required by law to take a person 
immediately before a magistrate (U.C.A. 
41-6-102[c][3]). 
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f. When the vehicle is being operated with improper 
registration (U.C.A. 41-1-115). 
g. When any manufacturer's mark or identification mark 
has been altered, defaced or obliterated (U.C.A. 
41-1-115). 
h. When a vehicle is found being driven on a hiohway in 
unsafe mechanical condition (U.C.A. 41-6-157). 
i. When a vehicle has been left unattended on a highway 
for more than 24 hours, it is presumed to be abandoned 
(U.C.A. 41-6-116[10]). 
j. When a vehicle has been left unattended on 'other 
public or private property for more than seven days, 
it is then presumed to be abandoned (U.C.A. 
41-6-116[10j). 
k. When removal is necessary in the interest of public 
safety because of fire, flood, storm, snow or other 
emergency reasons or for the safety of the vehicle and 
its contents. 
PEFIKITMS 
1. Towed awav: When a wrecker service removes the vehicle for 
the purpose of storage or safekeeping. 
2. Impound: When a vehicle is being held for legal reasons and 
the owner must fulfill certain legal requirements before he 
regains possession. 
3. Hold-for-owner: When a vehicle has been removed at the 
direction of an officer and the owner may regain possession 
at his discretion by assuming obligations incurred for 
towing and storage. 
4. Seized: When an officer takes custody of a vehicle which 
has been used in transporting any contraband items and legal 
ownership could be transferred to the State of Utah by 
appropriate legal action. 
5. Hold-for-evidence: When an officer takes custody of a 
vehicle and such vehicle is needed as evidence in any 
pending criminal action. 
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f. When the vehicle is being operated with improper 
registration (U.C.A. 41-1-115). 
g. When any manufacturer's mark or identification mark 
has been altered, defaced or obliterated (U.C-A. 
41-1-115). 
h. When a vehicle is found being driven on a hiohway in 
unsafe mechanical condition (U.C.A. 41-6-157). 
i. When a vehicle has been left unattended on a highway 
for more than 24 hours, it is presumed to be abandoned 
(U.C.A. 41-6-116[10]). 
j. When a vehicle has been left unattended on other 
public or private property for more than seven days, 
it is then presumed to be abandoned (U.C.A. 
41-6-116[10J). 
k. When removal is necessary in the interest of public 
safety because of fire, flood, storm, snow or other 
emergency reasons or for the safety of the vehicle and 
its contents. 
DEFWTIQHS 
1. Towed awav: When a wrecker service removes the vehicle for 
the purpose of storage or safekeeping. 
2. Impound; When a vehicle is being held for legal reasons and 
the owner must fulfill certain legal requirements before he 
regains possession. 
3. Hold-for-owner: When a vehicle has been removed at the 
direction of an officer and the owner may regain possession 
at his discretion by assuming obligations incurred for 
towing and storage. 
4. Seized; When an officer takes custody of a vehicle which 
has been used in transporting any contraband items and legal 
ownership could be transferred to the State of Utah by 
appropriate legal action. 
5. Hold-for-evidence; When an officer takes custody of a 
vehicle and such vehicle is needed as evidence in any 
pending criminal action. 
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Urban area: For purposes of this policy, urban area shall 
be defined as the following: 
1-15 from the southern Utah County line to the 
northern Weber County line. 1-80 from the west Summit 
County line (Parley's Summit) to 7200 West in Salt 
Lake County. All other highways within the above 
described Wasatch Front area. 
Rural area: All other highways within the State of Utah. 
Road shoulder: A road shoulder is that portion of the road, 
contiguous with the roadway (trafficway) for accommodation 
of stopped vehicles, for emergency use and for lateral 
support of the roadway structure. By definition, this will 
include freeway emergency lanes. 
WhenMI vehicIfejis_JakerL to any police parking lot, impound 
teiTor to anycommercial storage lot, a case number shall be 
assigned and a written inventory shall be made of the 
contents of the vehicle, the trunk and any package, 
container or compartment. Such record shall become a part 
of the case file. When custody of the vehicle changes from 
one person to another, the person taking custody of the 
vehicle shall also assume custody of the contents by placing 
his signature on the inventory list. 
When a vehicle is removed on a hold-for-owner basis, 
immediate steps shall be taken to locate the owner and 
inform him of the location of the vehicle and how he may 
regain possession. If the owner cannot be located within 24 
hours, the vehicle shall be impounded. 
When a vehicle is impounded for improper registration, 
stolen; abandoned or seized and impounded under provisions 
of 41-6-44.30 (Driving Under the Influence), the officer 
shall immediately complete a Utah State Tax Commission 
impound report, place the Commission copy in the appropriate 
envelope and mail to the State Tax Commission. After the 
impound report has been mailed, the officer shall not 
authorize the release of the vehicle without the express 
consent of the State Tax Commission. 
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container or compartment. Such record shall become a part 
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one person to another, the person taking custody of the 
vehicle shall also assume custody of the contents by placing 
his signature on the inventory list. 
When a vehicle is removed on a hold-for-owner basis, 
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inform him of the location of the vehicle and how he may 
regain possession. If the owner cannot be located within 24 
hours, the vehicle shall be impounded. 
When a vehicle is impounded for improper registration, 
stolen; abandoned or seized and impounded under provisions 
of 41-6-44.30 (Driving Under the Influence), the officer 
shall immediately complete a Utah State Tax Commission 
impound report, place the Commission copy in the appropriate 
envelope and mail to the State Tax Commission. After the 
impound report has been mailed, the officer shall not 
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consent of the State Tax Commission. 
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4. When an officer takes custody of a vehicle for 
hold-for-evidence, the officer shall cause a notice to be 
placed on the vehicle stating that the vehicle is being held 
as evidence and also inform the storage lot attendant of 
this fact. The officer shall immediately inform the 
prosecuting attorney. Such vehicle shall be released only 
on approval of the prosecuting attorney or at the direction 
of the court. 
5. When a vehicle has been seized, the officer shall proceed in 
accordance with current procedure and law. 
a. Department of Public Safety form DPS 100 (Seized 
Vehicle Report Form) shall be completed and forwarded 
to the Commissioner's Office through the chain of 
command. 
6. An entry shall be made in the officer's daily log recording 
information as to location and disposition of all such 
vehicles and a separate entry with the same information 
shall become part of the case file. 
7. Costs of towing and storage of vehicles shall be the 
responsibility of the owner except for hold-for-
evidence and seized vehicles. In such cases financial 
arrangements for storage charges should be made through the 
prosecuting attorney. 
8. All vehicle keys shall remain with the vehicle and shall be 
surrendered to the owner or driver at the time the vehicle 
is released. 
METH00S TO BE USED 
1. Physically arrested persons 
a. In the event the driver or person in control of a 
vehicle is arrested and taken from the scene, the 
vehicle shall be under the control of the arresting 
officer and handled in the following manner: 
1) If permission is obtained from the owner or 
driver and if other manpower is readily 
available, the vehicle may be driven to the 
impound lot, police parking lot or the owner's 
residence, whichever is the most practical, 
keeping in mind the safety of the vehicle and 
its contents; or 
2004 
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When an officer takes custody of a vehicle for 
hold-for-evidence, the officer shall cause a notice to be 
placed on the vehicle stating that the vehicle is being held 
as evidence and also inform the storage lot attendant of 
this fact. The officer shall immediately inform the 
prosecuting attorney. Such vehicle shall be released only 
on approval of the prosecuting attorney or at the direction 
of the court. 
When a vehicle has been seized, the officer shall proceed in 
accordance with current procedure and law. 
a. Department of Public Safety form DPS 100 (Seized 
Vehicle Report Form) shall be completed and forwarded 
to the Commissioner's Office through the chain of 
command. 
An entry shall be made in the officers daily log recording 
information as to location and disposition of all such 
vehicles and a separate entry with the same information 
shall become part of the case file. 
Costs of towing and storage of vehicles shall be the 
responsibility of the owner except for hold-for-
evidence and seized vehicles. In such cases financial 
arrangements for storage charges should be made through the 
prosecuting attorney. 
All vehicle keys shall remain with the vehicle and shall be 
surrendered to the owner or driver at the time the vehicle 
is released. 
BE USED 
Physically arrested persons 
a. In the event the driver or person in control of a 
vehicle is arrested and taken from the scene, the 
vehicle shall be under the control of the arresting 
officer and handled in the following manner: 
1) If permission is obtained from the owner or 
driver and if other manpower is readily 
available, the vehicle may be driven to the 
impound lot, police parking lot or the owner's 
residence, whichever is the most practical, 
keeping in mind the safety of the vehicle and 
its contents; or 
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Stolen vehicle 
a. Determine if the vehicle is to be held for evidence by 
contacting the police agency reporting the vehicle 
stolen. If practical, act according to the request of 
the reporting agency in determining disposition. 
b. If the vehicle is towed away or otherwise retained in 
custody by the officer, it shall immediately be 
impounded. 
Vehicles parked on highway 
a. Vehicles in traffic lane 
1) Have the person in charge immediately remove the 
vehicle to the nearest place of safety. If 
unable to do so, the vehicle may be immediately 
towed away. 
2) Take appropriate enforcement action. 
b. Vehicles on or adjacent to shoulder 
1) When an officer finds any vehicle parked on or 
adjacent to the shoulder of any interstate 
highway or any other highway which has a posted 
speed of 55 m.p.h., he shall take immediate 
steps to determine why the vehicle was parked at 
that location and the approximate time of its 
intended removal. If in the opinion of the 
officer the position of the vehicle does not 
constitute an obstruction of the normal movement 
of traffic, the vehicle may be left for a 
reasonable length of time not to exceed two 
hours in urban areas and four hours in rural 
areas. If in his opinion it does constitute an 
obstruction to traffic, snow removal or highway 
maintenance, he may immediately have the vehicle 
towed away. 
2) Any vehicle not in violation of subsection 1) 
above left unattended for a period in excess of 
24 hours shall be presumed to have been 
abandoned. After reasonable attempts to have 
the owner remove the vehicle, and the owner 
cannot or does not respond, the vehicle shall be 
impounded. 
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Vehicles parked on private property 
a. No officer shall remove or cause to be removed any 
vehicle parked on private property unless such vehicle 
has been found to have been stolen, abandoned or to be 
used for evidentiary purposes. A vehicle is presumed 
to be abandoned if left unattended on private property 
without the express or implied consent of the owner 
for a period in excess of seven days. 
b. In the event a vehicle is abandoned on private 
property, an officer should impound the vehicle only 
after having secured a signed request from the owner 
or person in lawful control of such property on .Utah 
Highway Patrol Form HPF-5, "Request to Remove Vehicle 
from Private Property." Such request shall become 
part of the case file. 
Vehicles on highway with improper registration 
a. Vehicle being operated with expired registration. 
1) Issue a uniform complaint and summons. 
2) Instruct the driver to remove the vehicle from 
the highway until the proper registration is 
obtained. 
3) If, in the officer's opinion, the violation is 
flagrant, the vehicle should be impounded. 
b. Vehicle being operated with no registration or with 
registration issued for another person or vehicle. 
1) Issue a uniform complaint and summons. 
2) If, in the officer's opinion, the violation is 
flagrant, the vehicle should be impounded; if it 
is not impounded, follow a.2) above. 
3) If impounded, all improper plates and 
certificate of registration shall be removed and 
sent to the State Tax Commission with the 
impound notice—if not to be used as evidence. 
c. Vehicles parked with expired or no registration 
displayed. 
1) After reasonable efforts have been made to have 
owner remove the vehicle, handle in the same 
manner as abandoned vehicles. 
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6. Vehicles being operated in unsafe Mechanical condition. 
a. Take appropriate enforcement action. 
b. When, in the opinion of the officer, continued 
operation would be unreasonable and excessively 
dangerous, the officer say require the owner or 
operator to remove the vehicle by neans other than by 
being driven. If the vehicle is towed away, it may be 
taken to any location as directed by the owner or 
operator (U.C.A. 4 j ^ 4 5 f j c ] ) . 
REVIEW 
This order shall be reviewed before December 31, 1995. 
Effective date March 1. 1989. 
Colonel S. Duane Richens 
Superintendent 
